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SUMMARY

1. INTRODUCTION

The objective of risk-based configuration control is to detect and control
plant configurations from a risk perspective. The configurations of particular
interest involve components which are down (i.e., inoperable) during power
operation. Controlling plant configurations from a risk-perspective can provide
more direct risk control and also more operational flexibility by allowing looser
control in areas unimportant to risk.

Currently, in nuclear power plants, individual component outages are
controlled (by defined allowed outage times in Technical Specifications) and
simultaneous outages of certain redundant equipment are forbidden. With the
advances in probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) technology, risk-significant
plant configurations resulting from equipment failures or outages due to test or
maintenances can be more directly controlled. This is important because all
plant risks, all accidents and incidents, and all accident precursor arise
because of critical configurations which have occurred. Configuration control
objectives become difficult because the status of standby equipment is often not
apparent unless it is tested.

In this paper, we will present the framework of a risk-based configuration
control system, the tools necessary to implement such a system, the differences
and interfaces with an existing Technical Specification, and the calculational
capabilities of the PRA for achieving the desired control of plant
configurations.

2. ANALYSIS OF CONFIGURATION RISK CHARACTERISTICS

In defining the overall framework for risk-based configuration control, we
will present an analysis of configuration risks using a PRA. These evaluations
show that critical, high-risk configurations involve critical, safety-important
components which are simultaneously down because of either failure, maintenance,
or testing. Specifically, the risk impact of safety impact of a configuration
depends upon four factors:
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the configuration components which are simultaneously down (i.e.,
inoperable),
the backup components which are known to be up (i.e., operable),
the duration of time the configuration exists (the outage time), and
the frequency at which the configuration occurs.

The first factor determines the loss of capability. The second factor
determines the alternative components which are available to make up the lost
capability. The third factor determines the integrated risk impact and the last
factor determines the accumulated risk impact which occurs from the configuration
over a period.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF RISK-BASED CONFIGURATION CONTROL SYSTEM

The results of configuration risk analyses show the importance of
configuration control by identifying the critical configurations which cause high
system unavailabilities and high core-melt frequency. As stated, in developing
a risk-based configuration control systeir, the important objective is to control
risk and safety. However, the other important objective is to operate
efficiently and to make effective use of available resources. With these
objectives, the basic focal points of configuration control and the subtopics
under each focal point are defined (Figure 1). These basic focal points parallel
the four factors identified above. Each of these focal points will be discussed
in detail.
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Figure 1. Focal points and. subtopics of configuration management



4. DIFFERENCES AND INTERFACES WITH EXISTING TS REQUIREMENTS

There are significant differences in achieving operational safety, using
a risk-based configuration control system, compared to that of existing Technical
Specification (TS) requirements. These differences, summarized below, will be
discussed in detail.

1. Control of multiple component outages - existing TS focuses on individual
component outages, which does not necessarily provide the appropriate risk
control and may be resulting in unnecessary control of risk-unimportant
equipment. Focussing on control of risk-critical configurations will
enhance risk control due to equipment failures and outages.

2. Assuring alternate success path - existing TS typically requires change of
plant modes (i.e. , shutdown from power operation). However, such actions
do not necessarily assure safe operation and in some situations may be
undesirable. Assuring alternate success paths through testing can define
an alternative, appropriate operator role in such situations, and will
reduce unnecessary change of plant modes.

3. Surveillance directed to detect and control configuration risk - existing
TS requires fixed frequency surveillances. In such an approach, risk-
significant configurations may remain undetected. Surveillance
requirements can be modified to detect risk-significant configurations and
at the same time, to decrease the total number of surveillances required.

The paper will define the aspects of TS to be changed and explain the
requirements for surveillances and limiting conditions of operations using such
an approach.

5. POTENTIAL CRITERIA FOR CONFIGURATION CONTROL

Alternative strategies and criteria for controlling core-melt probability
contributions and peaks in core-melt frequency during operation will be
discussed. The focus of these alternate str "gies and criteria is in
controlling a) the increased level of core-melt frequency which is associated
with the configuration, b) the individual configuration core-melt probability
contribution which is associated with given duration of a configuration (single
core-melt probability contribution), or c) the yearly core-melt probability
contribution (time-period core-melt probability contribution) from configuration
occurrences.

The alternate criteria presented are intended to assure safe operation and
good plant practices:

1. Assure understanding of contributors to core-melt frequency.

2. Identify and avoid configurations critical to risk.

3. Provide adequate time to transfer to less impacting configurations,
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4. Control contributions from marginal configurations by requiring
repair in a fixed duration, and thus, also control the possibility
of transferring to a more critical configuration.

5. Allow longer durations for configurations with minimal impact so
resources are applied to preclude safety significant configurations.
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